National body of Japan disapproves the 10646-1/FPDAM 1(SC2 N3530) with comments.

But if the followings are accepted, it will change the vote to approval.

1. Disunify the CJK bracket pair (2985, 2986) from math counterparts.

   Rationale:
   Based on the discussion presented in SC2/WG2/N2344 and N2345R, it turned out that the unification of this pair is in reality inconsistent and inappropriate. It should be disunified and should be separately encoded in ISO/IEC 10646-1. The CJK bracket pair currently encoded at position 2985 and 2986 should move to a block where every implementer could reliably expect that they are used only in CJK context.

2. Remove the proposed character at U+0FA45, which should be unified into the character at U+069EA.